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X3i.. 1. Ã˜ RTS Ã˜ SNI Ã˜
DLCH Ã˜ INP Ã˜ PWR Ã˜ (1,6)
Ã˜ DTR Ã˜ ACT Ã˜ COMU Ã˜
HUSB Ã˜ LSR Ã˜ DDCH Ã˜

SERR Ã˜ CVSD Ã˜ ACT. make
sure you've applied all F/W

patch before
downloding......See moreSee
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of mobile for years now. In
fact, the company is one of

the most recognizable brand
names in the smartphone
business. And in 2012 the

company launched the first
4G LTE handset and called it
the X1. The X1 was quite a

hit and enabled a whole new
generation of Android users
to experience high speed

data. That was a decade ago
now and the company has
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been rocking it big time
since. Last year the

company launched its new
smartphones, namely the

OneTouch. And this year, the
company is venturing

towards the tablets market.
The OneTouch X2 is the first
in the lineup and it sports a
7.9 inch display. What is the
Alcatel OneTouch X2? Let’s

explore the available
versions along with the
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specifications in detail.
Alcatel OneTouch X2 Models:
Alcatel OneTouch Pop Icon

7040T drivers Is the X2
officially Alcatel's first

tablet? Alcatel OneTouch X2
has a 7.9-inch display that
has 1920 x 1200 resolution
display. With a pixel density

of 241 ppi, the display of
Alcatel OneTouch X2

supports multiple
orientations that make the
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screen sharp and clear. The
tablet is equipped with a
12MP rear shooter and an
8MP front facing camera. It

offers a 3G connectivity with
the support of 850/2100/190

0/1800/1900/1700MHz
bands. It features a 2,564
mAh battery and packs an
octa core processor. With

the presence of a fingerprint
scanner on the device, the

Alcatel OneTouch X2
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features a boot time of just 9
seconds. It houses a fast
processor of Qualcomm
Snapdragon 625 and is

powered by Android 7.0.
Alcatel OneTouch X2 is

available in black and white
colors. Alcatel OneTouch X2

is priced at $279. How to
Unlock Alcatel one touch

x230l modem - Drivers for
Windows XP. mobile web site
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